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PROVISIONAL HOURLY VALUES OF EQUATORIAL Dst













Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
The following hourly Dst values were obtained using the four
Dst stations, Hermanus, Kakioka, Honolulu, and San Juan. The
provisional Dst values for July and August 1972 published in the
"Preliminary Compilation of Data for Retrospective World Interval July 26-
August 14, 1972", Report UAG-21, World Data Center A for Solar-
Terrestrial Physics, pp. 126-127, November 1972 are superseded by those
given in this report. The report "Provisional Hourly Values of
Equatorial Dst for July, August, and September 1972", GSFC X-645-73-7,
January 1973, which had a limited distribution, is also superseded by
the present report.
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